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In October 2015, Monika Kobylecka, esteemed Acupuncturist and teaching assistant of Master Acupuncturist Kiiko Matsumoto, returns to Australia to conduct further trainings in Kiiko Style Acupuncture.

This seminar, New Developments in Kiiko Style Acupuncture, covers the newest concepts, theories and techniques which are the fruits of Master Acupuncturist Kiiko Matsumoto’s tireless clinical research, in an in-depth and structured learning approach, which Monika is famous for. For those who attended LOMNSS 2014, or missed out, this is a great opportunity to cover or revise Kiiko’s latest material, to take your practice of Kiiko Style Acupuncture (KSA) to the next level. Those with prior studies in KSA are welcomed to attend. Those without prior studies in KSA, wishing to commence studying this style of acupuncture this year, are recommended to attend the Foundations in Kiiko Style Acupuncture course, being held in Perth on 2nd-5th October, 2015.

Monika’s seminars fulfill the continuing goal of raising the level of proficiency in the practice of Kiiko Style Acupuncture within Australia and New Zealand.

Kiiko Style Acupuncture has been continuing to evolve over the years as Kiiko Matsumoto refines and develops the treatment strategies that she has integrated as a result of her study with important Japanese acupuncture Masters, including Master Nagano, Master Kawai and Dr. Manaka. Monika Kobylecka has had the unique opportunity of studying, working, and teaching with Ms. Matsumoto for more than 10 years, and has dedicated herself to the practice and teaching of this clinically effective Acupuncture style.

Monika specializes in presenting Kiiko’s most up-to-date information, in a highly structured and coherent manner, allowing attendees to maximize their understanding of Kiiko Style Acupuncture, enabling them to apply it fluently within their practice on their first day back in clinic, for outstanding clinical results.

“Monika is a wonderful teacher, highly skilled and has a great understanding of the Kiiko style of acupuncture. She has studied with me for years, and has spent a great deal of time gaining a thorough understanding of my own work. I completely trust her to teach my material to students and am happy to have her on my team.”

- Master Acupuncturist
Kiiko Matsumoto

Monika was introduced to Japanese acupuncture whilst completing her Master of Science degree at Pacific College of Oriental Medicine in San Diego, California. Upon realizing the amazing effectiveness of Kiiko Style Acupuncture, Monika dedicated herself to practicing this style of acupuncture, and has diligently studied and applied Kiiko’s work since then by continually attending Kiiko’s seminars, assisting in Kiiko’s clinic in Boston several times per year, and over the past years, as a result of her firm grasp of Kiiko Style Acupuncture and highly organized approach, assisting to teach alongside Kiiko at her seminars, running introductory and hands-on courses in Kiiko Style Acupuncture in the US, and co-authoring Ms Matsumoto’s, soon to be released, new textbook. Between her teaching schedule, Monika runs a busy private practice in Santa Clarita, California, and also practices at the Akasha Center for Integrative medicine in Santa Monica. In addition to her private practice, Monika received privileges at Children’s Hospital Los Angeles, where she is a clinic supervisor for the CHLA-YSU Pediatric Acupuncture Program.
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“My initial exposure to Kiiko was incredible and overwhelming at the same time. I am so glad that I have had the opportunity to study with Monika for this reason. Monika is meticulously organized and prepared for her presentations. She has a down-to-earth, step-by-step approach that describes how to understand the theory and practice of this incredible style of acupuncture.

I can honestly say that I am able to implement what I learn with Monika on my first day back in the office and the results are immediate. The material that she presents is relevant and useful to anyone practicing acupuncture. Truly a life changing experience.”

Rob Mills, L.Ac. Bend, OR

“Monika organizes Kiiko’s material in a coherent and usable format. Monika’s classes have truly transformed my practice.”

Zach Nelms L.Ac. Oregon City, OR
Kiiko Style Acupuncture is characterised by

- Diagnosis through palpation – instant feedback for patient and practitioner through touch.
- Holistic approach – addressing the entire person to get to the root of problem.
- Japanese tradition – steeped in tradition, yet innovative.
- Eclectic methods – wide variety of methods tailored to each individual.

For additional information on Kiiko Style Acupuncture please go to:
www.kiikomatsumoto.com/kiiko-style-acupuncture.html

Which practitioners/students will benefit from taking Monika’s courses?

- Practitioners wishing to build upon the knowledge and skill base taught in previous Kiiko Style Acupuncture Courses
- Practitioners with a strong background of practice and personal development in Kiiko Style Acupuncture within their own clinic based on previous studies, seminar attendance, or study and application of Kiiko Matsumoto’s Clinical Strategies books.
- Practitioners wishing to increase their effective clinical results by using methods that are easy to learn and apply instantly in clinic.
- Practitioners and students wanting to develop further in the practice of Kiiko Style Acupuncture, so that they may utilize this system of treatment fluently in clinic for outstanding results.
- Practitioners and students wanting to further develop their skills in a system of acupuncture whereby they conveniently measure the clinical effectiveness of their treatments during the treatment.

Seminar Details

This two-day seminar is designed to build further upon practitioners’/students’ skills in Kiiko Style Acupuncture, through detailed lectures, and demonstrations. As attendees will have considerable experience in Kiiko Style Acupuncture already, less time will be spent on the hands-on component, and more time will be spent on lectures and direct observation of Monika treating attendees, and explaining the processes and concepts. However, the course will be 20% hands-on to cover the necessary component of Monika critiquing the hands-on skills and development of attendees and their progression in KSA. A Q&A segment will also feature.

This Seminar has a maximum of 50 attendees permitted. Please book early to avoid disappointment.

Material Covered in this Seminar:

Monika will be covering all of Master Acupuncturist Kiiko Matsumoto’s latest material which was introduced to Australia in December 2014 during LOMNSS 2014.

Ms Matsumoto has continued to develop and refine Master Nagano’s concepts over the years, whilst tirelessly researching into the ancient Chinese classics and testing these concepts and theories clinically. This tireless research has led to a number of important insights that have informed and expanded the way in which Kiiko Style Acupuncture is now practiced.

Unique topics Monika will cover in this Two-Day Seminar:

- Ren Mai & Du Mai theory + treatments
- “Missing Organ” theory + treatments
- Du 16/Marrow/Wind-Pathogen Leading to 10,000 Diseases theory + treatments
- Low Stomach-Acid Root Treatment, theory and applications
Seminar Attendance Details:

New Developments in Kiiko Style Acupuncture:
A two-day seminar- Brisbane, Australia:

Saturday 10th-Sunday 11th October, 2015
9am-6pm Each Day (8:30am Arrival on First Day)
15 Contact Hours
15 CPD Points

Venue:
Room 210 (Second floor) Shaftson University Mansions, 9 Castlebar St (corner of Shaftson Ave and Castlebar St), Kangaroo Point (Brisbane), 4169, Australia.

Morning & Afternoon tea provided, suitable for those with dietary restrictions. Please provide your own lunch, or purchase lunch at a suitable location nearby.

Seminar Bookings:

This Seminar is limited to 50 attendees. Please book early to avoid disappointment.

For registration, booking deposits, or full payments, contact Qiology, or please go to our secure and confidential online registration and payment platform.

When booking through the online booking system, please select carefully which course you will be attending.

To register straight away, please go to:

Seminar Fees:

New Developments in Kiiko Style Acupuncture:
A two-day seminar- Brisbane, Australia:

Saturday 10th-Sunday 11th October, 2015

Practitioner: AUD$550 Inc GST
Student: AUD$495 Inc GST
Cancellation/Refund Policy:

• Cancellations made within 14 days prior to event are non-refundable.
• Cancellations made before the abovementioned deadline are refundable, less a 15% administration fee.
• Cancellations made within 1 week of initial booking, greater than 30 days prior to event are entitled to a full refund, less transaction fees.
• In the event of non-attendance for a course paid partially or in full, no refund will be given.

Payment Plans:

New Developments in Kiiko Style Acupuncture:
A two-day seminar- Brisbane, Australia:

Saturday 10th-Sunday 11th October, 2015

Practitioner:
Split payment plans are available, after an AUD$110 Inc GST initial booking deposit placed before 1st August, 2015.
Two instalments of AUD$220 Inc GST due on 1st September, 2015 and 1st October, 2015.

Student:
Split payment plans are available, after an AUD$115 Inc GST initial booking deposit placed before 1st August, 2015.
Two instalments of AUD$190 Inc GST due on 1st September, 2015 and 1st October, 2015.

Payment schedule must be arranged with Qiology as soon as initial deposit has been placed. Please call or email to arrange. Cheque/Bank Transfer/International Wire Transfer/Credit Card Payments available.

Email: info@qiology.com.au | Mobile: +61 405 044 576

Direct Deposit Details:

Overseas Wire Transfer Details for those Depositing into Qiology Bank Account from Overseas:

Account Name: Qiology
Bank Name: St George Bank
Bank Address: 4-16 Montgomery Street, Kogarah (Sydney), NSW 2217 Australia
SWIFT Code: SGBLAU2S
Account#: 484 964 964

Transfer Details for Bank Deposits within Australia:

Account Name: Qiology
Bank Name: St George Bank
BSB: 112 879
Account#: 484 964 964
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